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O.k. so CWR is 50 releases young! And number 5 zero is 
Nelman’s Train Yard featuring a host of remixes. The 
original is essentially a multi drum machine driven hard 
industrial techno expedition with some tasty filtering and 
repetitive acid signatures. Meanwhile the Tosi, Xilinox 
and Akkya remixes all keep their heads well above water 
on the hard stakes whereas the rest of the pack are of a 
more experimental ilk. Daz Furey gets all mash-up on us, 
Tuomas Rantanen goes space-age, Patrex recreates the 
train experience, Lady Vusumzi’s Original Remix is just a 
killer and Ross Harper gets weird with the acid line. 
Away from CWR Nelman is not short of a release or two 
at the moment with tracks soon due out on Elektrax, 
Plastiq, Sound of Techno, Chibar, Viral Outbreak, 
Spaceal Orbeats, Login and Fixate.  
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Train Yard (Tosi Remix) 
Following suit on the original Tosi takes this down hard with strong beats and an array of mid/high manoeuvres. 
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Train Yard (Original Mix) 
Hard beats with smoothly filtered mids and highs. The repetitive acid twist lead gives fresh drive throughout. 
 

Train Yard (Xilinox Remix) 
Driving, clattering, banging! This one is like a having a fitness workout with a nuclear powered Mr Motivator! 

 

Train Yard (Lady Vusumzi Original Remix) 
Really nice work here from LV with a customary thumping signature and strong subtle movements. Killer. 

 

Train Yard (Akkya Remix) 
Akkya takes that acid sound and really makes it his own by working it through this number like a silken thread. 
 

Train Yard (Lady Vusumzi Shake Down Remix) 
A pretty little thing this with some chilled vibes not least emitted from the funky vocal samples and Detroit chords. 

 

Train Yard (Tuomas Rantanen Remix) 
Space suits at the ready as Tuomas takes us into orbit! Another example that Tuomas’s talent is as varied as it is deep. 

 

Train Yard (Daz Furey Remix) 
If you want something different for your hard drive then this is it! Heavy broken beats with acid and sub bass. 
 

Train Yard (Patrex Remix) 
You know I can defo see this working well as an intro track for ya DJ mixes. Utterly unique with plenty of integrity. 

 Train Yard (Ross Harper Remix) 
Feels a bit like going down the plug hole! Swirling wishy-washy acid that twists and twists. 
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